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torque converter / flex plate bolts Discussion in 'Transmission & Driveline Topics' started by muscl
car, Jan 27, 2009. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Next > Jan 27, 2009 #1.
The Best New and Used Autos, Parts & Accessories. Your Auto Search Engine.
What causes a flywheel to crack numerous times. Customer Question. . . The transmission was
replaced in 2005 with a remanufactured Ford transmission.. I have been told by a repair garage that
I have a broken flex plate on my 88' YJ, a/t, L6. And he says he has to pull back the tranny, etc. to
get to it.. Re: Symptoms of a cracked block? had a bad head gasket on a car one time before. didnt
look like coolant was coming out the back but it was just engouf to make all kinds of problems.. 10
Signs The Harmonic Dampener Has Failed or is Close to Failing; and 9 Reasons Why Harmonic
Dampeners Fail. Home; Engine; Electrical; .. 1993 Chevrolet: Intake manifold leak symptoms Answered by a verified Chevy Mechanic. .. TCI SFI Automatic Flexplate LS1/LSX to
700R4/TH350/TH400 Transmission; TCI SFI Automatic Flexplate LS1/LSX to 700R4/TH350/TH400
Transmission. $268.97 SKU: 399753 . Flexplates are .035". Broken clutch fork. symptoms? This is a
discussion on Broken clutch fork.
improper torque of the flex plate bolts or torque converter will cuz them to fail Grady6.0 Member.
Joined: Aug 26, 2010 .. I think you're at a point where removing the trans, and checking for a
broken/cracked flex plate or loose flex plate to crankshaft bolts is a given.. Cracked Flexplate
symptoms help A dull sound when the engine decelerates from a rev in park.. How to Know if a
Flexplate Is Warped. .. While there are many underlying causes of cracked engine blocks, they
almost all involve excess heat.. The flex plate should have a lip on one side of the center hole where
it goes over the rear of the crankshaft.. Broken flex plate? Discussion in 'Maintenance ' started by
taSk, . Likes Received: 0 Joined: Oct 17, 2005 Location: Washington.. Pics of a Cracked Flex Plate..
What are the symptoms of a loose flex plate or torque cnvtr? . It hesitates until I let off the gas and
push it back down. Could it be a bad/loose flex plate or torque converter? B.
Re: Flexplate cracked again.. LS1 cracked intake manifold? We finally determined I had a vacuum
leak (using 25% more fuel on right bank).. General Motors LS and LT Performance Forums, News, and
Rumors. broken sunshell.. Rated 5 out of 5 by Skidaddy from TCI flexplate I bought this as a
replacement upgrade for a o.e.m.flexplate that cracked. I am running a T400 TCI trans. with 2800
stall 10" torq.. If you are really talking about an automatic transmission flex-plate, then a clicking
noise at a lower rpm that seems to go away as yoiu wrap up the. .. Search for Health Results Now!
Browse Common Symptoms & Effective Treatments.. Cracked Flexplate Symptoms by Robert Alley A
vital part of an automobile engine equipped with automatic transmission, a flexplate consists of a
piece of thick sheet metal that bolts to the. I have it booked in with my mechanic on Friday but I'd be
curious to know if there is anything that can cause these symptoms that is not head related but I've
resigned myself to the fact
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